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Purpose: The combination of nonhuman primates (NHPs) with the state-of-the-art molecular imag-
ing technologies allows for within-subject longitudinal research aiming at gaining new insights into
human normal and disease conditions and provides an ideal foundation for future translational studies
of new diagnostic tools, medical interventions, and therapies. However, radiation dose estimations for
nonhuman primates from molecular imaging probes are lacking and are difficult to perform experi-
mentally. The aim of this work is to construct age-dependent NHP computational model series to esti-
mate the absorbed dose to NHP specimens in common molecular imaging procedures.
Materials and methods: A series of NHP models from baby to adult were constructed based on
nonuniform rational B-spline surface (NURBS) representations. Particle transport was simulated
using Monte Carlo calculations to estimate S-values from nine positron-emitting radionuclides and
absorbed doses from PET radiotracers.
Results: Realistic age-dependent NHP computational model series were developed. For most
source-target pairs in computational NHP models, differences between C-11 S-values were between
−13.4% and −8.8%/kg difference in body weight while differences between F-18 S-values were
between −12.9% and −8.0%/kg difference in body weight. The absorbed doses of 11C-labeled brain
receptor substances, 18F-labeled brain receptor substances, and 18F-FDG in the brain ranged within
0.047–0.32 mGy/MBq, 0.25–1.63 mGy/MBq, and 0.32–2.12 mGy/MBq, respectively.
Conclusion: The absorbed doses to organs are significantly higher in the baby NHP model than in
the adult model. These results can be used in translational longitudinal studies to estimate the cumu-
lated absorbed organ doses in NHPs at various ages. © 2020 American Association of Physicists in
Medicine [https://doi.org/10.1002/mp.14333]
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1. INTRODUCTION

The nonhuman primate (NHP) is the gold standard animal
model for evaluating the response of the human body to radi-
ation exposure owing to similarities between its organ struc-
tures, genome, life span, and metabolism. The validation of
novel imaging biomarkers in NHP models is important in
both animal-based preclinical studies and translational
research in humans. The NHP has close homology to humans
in terms of metabolism, developmental or aging processes,
and molecular target distributions.1 For example, NHPs and
humans share more than 95% of overall gene homology
while the reported differences in neuron innervation between
monkey and rodent may be indicative of the differences in

the biodistribution, pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic
interactions of drugs and tracers within the neuronal sys-
tem.2,3 Using animal models with receptor localization and
target distribution resembling those of humans is critical for
generalizing outcomes of preclinical studies to human condi-
tions in PET-based molecular imaging research.4 Prior
knowledge of the biodistribution of PET tracers in NHPs can
be exploited to estimate the absorbed dose in humans, to pro-
vide information about the occupancy of receptor systems
and to gain a better understanding of the tracer kinetic proper-
ties.5,6 An additional advantage of NHPs in preclinical
research is their potential use in longitudinal studies in labo-
ratory settings where baseline physiological and biochemical
measurements can be correlated with changes on researched
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subjects while experimental manipulation is performed over
many years. Another potential application of NHPs is the
in vivo measurement of blood flow or energy use by the cen-
tral nervous system using PET imaging where 15O-H2O and
18F-FDG are commonly used to characterize the neural activ-
ity.7,8 To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the radiation
dose to NHP in preclinical PET studies has been reported
only in few studies.9,10 It was recently observed that low dose
(50 mGy–1 Gy) of ionizing radiation can stimulate the secre-
tion of cytokines and promote the innate immune response in
mammal subjects.11 Therefore, estimation of absorbed doses
from radiotracers in NHPs in longitudinal studies is highly
desired, especially for studies involving PET imaging of pro-
tein aggregation and neurodegenerative diseases. In this
regard, the development of realistic computational models
mimicking the anatomy of NHPs is of paramount impor-
tance.12

In this work, we used the original nonuniform rational B-
spline surface (NURBS)-based NHP model developed by our
group13 to produce a series of models representing NHPs at 5
age periods (baby, infant, juvenile, young, and adult) between
newborn and 192 months. Similar work was reported previ-
ously for computational rat models.14 Monte Carlo-based par-
ticle transport simulations of energy spectra corresponding to
decay schemes of positron-emitting radionuclides (C-11, N-
13, O-15, F-18, Cu-64, Ga-68, Rb-82, Y-86, and I-124) were
performed to calculate the absorbed fractions and S-values
for the considered series of NHP models. The obtained radia-
tion dosimetry database was used to assess the radiation dose
from 11C-labeled brain receptor substances, 11C-labeled sub-
stances (realistic maximum), 15O-H2O,

18F-labeled brain
receptor substances, and 18F-FDG in NHPs at different age
periods. The realistic maximum model assumes that half of
the decays occur while the substance passes the bladder,
while the remaining disintegrations occur homogeneously in
the body. The radiation doses to NHP subjects in longitudinal
studies were estimated and discussed.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.A. Construction of computational NHP models

Given that the rhesus monkey is one of the most popular
NHP strains used in preclinical research, we developed a ser-
ies of anatomic models based on the original NURBS-based
realistic NHP model13 derived from digital cryosection
images of an 8-year-old female rhesus monkey according to
published morphologic parameters and the body growth
curve for this NHP species. The age, weight, and crown-rump
length values summarized in Table I were obtained from 5-yr
study data on the clinically healthy rhesus macaques15 and
used as basis for modification of the original NURBS-based
NHP model (anchor model). The models representing baby,
infant, juvenile, young, and adult NHP subjects were con-
structed by scaling the anchor model to fit the target morpho-
logic parameters using the Rhinoceros™ package. The
deformation process includes three main steps. In the first

step, the crown-rump length of the anchor model is measured
and a scaling factor calculated as the ratio of aim crown-rump
length and the original crown-rump length:

Fz ¼
Length Aim

Crown�rump

LengthAnchormodelCrown�rump

(1)

where the scaling factor Fz is used as input parameter for 1D
scale of the anchor model at crown-rump direction in Rhino-
ceros™. Once the crown-rump length has been adjusted to
achieve the target values, in the second step, the body weight
of the modified model is determined as the sum of organ
masses. Subsequently, the model is modified to match the tar-
geted body weight. The aimed body weight is achieved by
scaling the previous model in the two dimensions of the
sagittal plane, which involves iterating between estimating
the total body weight and adjusting the scaling factors for
body contour and internal organs. The organ mass is calcu-
lated as the product of the organ volumes and their corre-
sponding densities obtained from the ICRP report 8916 while
the body weight is calculated as the sum of masses of identi-
fied organs. The final step consists in voxelizing the remod-
eled NHP model into a voxel model using the Binvox
package.17,18

Figure 1 shows 3D visualizations of the developed NHP
model series. The skeleton system was updated by identifying
the mineral bone, red bone marrow (RBM), and yellow bone
marrow (YBM) from the original color skeleton slice images
using thresholding-based segmentation.19 Figure 2 shows the
skeletal system of the developed NHP models, including min-
eral bone, RBM, and YBM.

2.B. Monte Carlo simulations

The computational NHP models were used as input to the
MCNPX Monte Carlo code20 for simulation of the transport
and interaction of the emitted radiation. A uniform voxel
dimension of 2 × 2 × 2 mm3 was set for all NHP models to
minimize the simulation differences. The chemical composi-
tion of each organ and tissue is assumed to be the same as
humans and was obtained from the ICRP report 89 (ICRP
2002). Uniformly distributed C-11, N-13, O-15, F-18, Cu-64,
Ga-68, Rb-82, Y-86, and I-124 sources were simulated in 33
identified organs for the five constructed NHP models. The
decay schemes of the considered radionuclides were obtained
from the Health Physics Society.21 The absorbed fractions

TABLE I. Morphometric data of rhesus monkeys.15

Models Age (Month) Weight (kg) Crown-rump length (cm)

Baby 0–6 1.1 23.07

Infants 7–18 2.55 30.96

Juveniles 19–31 3.49 35

Young 32–44 5.22 39

Adult 45–192 8.58 44.28
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FIG. 1. Three-dimensional visualization of constructed NHP computational models at different ages. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 2. Three-dimensional visualization of the skeleton system of the constructed NHP computational models at different ages. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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and S-values of the investigated radionuclides are calculated
for all source-target pairs.

A total of 1.0 × 107 primary particle histories were gener-
ated in each simulation where the statistical uncertainty of the
results in most of the cases is <2% (the largest statistical
uncertainties were at the cross-irradiation conditions for the
eye lens/bladder content and range between 46% and 100%).
The calculated S-values were used for calculation of the
absorbed doses from radiotracers in the NHP subjects at dif-
ferent ages. The investigated radiotracers include 11C-labeled
brain receptor substances for molecular imaging of different
brain receptors, realistic maximum of 11C-labeled substances,
15O-H2O for blood flow measurement, 18F-labeled brain
receptor substances for molecular imaging of cerebral recep-
tors, and 18F-FDG (2-[18F]Fluoro-2-deoxy-D-glucose) for
glucose metabolism investigations. The biokinetic data of the
considered radiotracers were obtained from ICRP
reports.22,23

2.C. Dose calculations

The absorbed dose is the basic physical quantity used in
radiation metrology, radiological protection, radiation biol-
ogy, and clinical radiology. It is defined as the mean particle
energy deposited in the target tissue per unit mass. In the
Medical Internal Radiation Dose (MIRD) formalism,24 the
radiation absorbed dose delivered to target tissue from source
organ can be estimated as:

DT ¼∑
i
AiSi!T (2)

where DT is the mean absorbed dose, Ai is the cumulative
activity in the source organ i, Si!T is the S-value reflecting
the equivalent dose rate in the target organ per unit activity in
the source organ. The calculation of S-values depends on the
decay scheme of the considered radionuclide, the type,
energy, and yield of emitted radiation per nuclear transforma-
tion, which can be defined as:

Si!T ¼ 1
MT

∑
j
E jY jΦ j

i!T (3)

where MT is the mass of the target organ and Φ j
i!T is the

absorbed fraction of emission j in the target organ. E j and Y j

are the individual energy and yield of each emitted radiation
per nuclear transformation, respectively. The absorbed dose
can be linked to biological effects and radiation risks for
assessing the biological detriments from stochastic effects to
different organs.

3. RESULTS

3.A. Developed NHP model series

Table II summarizes the calculated masses of the different
organs of the constructed anatomic NHP models. The skin
was generated by assigning a skin tag to the outermost voxel
layer of the NHP body contour. The percent differences

between body weight of the developed series of NHP models
and the aimed reference values range between −0.02% and
0.05%. Figure 3 compares the average organ mass percentage
of total body mass for the adrenals, brain, kidney, liver, lung,
pancreas, spleen, and thyroid of the constructed NHP models
in this work and an experimental estimation of the same
organs reported by Stahl et al.25 The mean mass percentage
of the brain for the NHP model is 1.47%, while the corre-
sponding experimental estimate ranges between 0.94% and
2.95%. The mean mass percentage of the liver is 2.23%,
while the experimental estimate ranges between 1.91% and
4.10%. The mean mass percentage of the lung is 1.20% for
the constructed NHP models while the corresponding esti-
mate by Stahl et al.25 ranges between 0.43% and 1.4%. The
masses of mineral bone for the baby, infant, juvenile, young
and adult NHP models are 73.92g, 171.79 g, 230.04 g,
350.36 g, and 574.96 g, respectively, with an average mass
percentage of 7.2%. The masses of the RBM for the baby,
infant, juvenile, young and adult NHP models are 32.18 g,
73.85 g, 102.69 g, 155.02 g, and 252.53 g, respectively, with
an average mass percentage of 3.16%.

TABLE II. Organ masses of computational rhesus monkeys models.

Organs

Masses (g)

Baby Infants Juveniles Young Adult

Adrenals 0.11 0.30 0.40 0.70 0.99

Bladder wall 0.63 1.36 1.92 2.94 4.76

Brain 16.30 37.24 51.86 76.57 126.01

Breasts 0.17 0.45 0.51 0.93 1.50

Mineral bone 73.92 171.79 230.04 350.36 574.96

RBM 32.18 73.85 102.69 155.02 252.53

YBM 16.22 37.06 49.23 74.23 123.01

Esophagus 1.23 2.95 4.05 5.92 9.99

Eye balls 1.10 2.81 3.60 5.42 10.46

Eye lens 0.03 0.10 0.13 0.27 0.30

Gall bladder wall 0.06 0.14 0.20 0.31 0.48

Heart wall 8.73 20.44 28.21 42.01 69.40

Kidney 3.69 8.55 11.54 17.49 28.77

LI wall 8.94 21.52 28.95 44.08 73.97

Liver 24.48 56.49 77.99 116.24 191.52

Lung 13.30 30.74 41.80 62.92 102.53

Muscle 632.76 1462.24 1999.33 2988.85 4905.83

Ovaries 0.11 0.23 0.37 0.47 0.85

Pancreas 1.29 2.91 4.20 5.97 9.99

Salivary gland 4.25 9.44 13.41 20.62 31.72

SI wall 23.57 52.86 75.27 112.01 182.49

Skin 133.89 309.07 423.83 628.72 1040.01

Spinal cord 2.58 6.27 8.23 12.71 21.03

Spleen 0.54 1.20 1.74 2.48 4.16

Stomach wall 21.98 51.36 69.85 105.05 172.83

Thymus 0.41 0.82 1.10 1.63 2.78

Thyroid 0.12 0.27 0.40 0.59 0.86

Tongue 2.15 5.11 7.27 10.29 16.91

Uterus 1.09 2.50 3.24 4.99 8.72
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3.B. S-values for positron-emitting radionuclides

The S-values for C-11, N-13, O-15, F-18, Cu-64, Ga-68,
Rb-82, Y-86, and I-124 were calculated for five computa-
tional NHP models where 33 identified organs/regions were
adopted as both target and source organs. Figure 4 shows a
plot of the self-absorbed S-values for C-11 and F-18 in the
brain, kidney, colon, liver, lung, spleen, stomach, thyroid,
ovaries, and uterus of the age-dependent NHP models with
different body weights. As can be seen, the self-absorbed S-
values decrease while the model weight increases. For the
baby NHP model, the self-absorbed S-values of the brain
from C-11 and F-18 are 6.8 and 7.0 times higher than the
self-absorbed S-values of the brain in the adult NHP model,
respectively. The highest observed self-absorbed S-values
were in the ovaries of the baby NHP model (3.44E-

01 mGy/MBq.s for F-18 and 4.79E-01 mGy/MBq.s for C-11,
respectively), while the lowest self-absorbed S-values were in
the liver of the adult NHP (2.59E-04 mGy/MBq.s for F-18
and 3.74E-04 mGy/MBq.s for C-11, respectively). Figure 5
shows the self-absorbed S-values for the lung and salivary
glands from the considered radionuclides. At all age periods,
the NHP lung presents the highest self-absorbed S-values
from Rb-82, ranging between 1.54E-03 mGy/MBq.s and
8.29E-03 mGy/MBq.s, while the lowest self-absorbed S-
value for the lung was produced by Cu-64 (ranging from
1.97E-04 mGy/MBq.s to 1.45E-03 mGy/MBq.s). For the
salivary glands, the self-absorbed S-values of O-15 and Ga-
68 are close together and about 56% higher than C-11, and
would be about 2.3 times higher than the S-value of F-18.
The skeleton contributes significantly to whole-body radia-
tion risks, since the bone in the skeleton is an important
dose-limiting tissue, expressing high radiosensitivity. It is
important to investigate skeletal dosimetry for studies of radi-
ation biology and radiological protection. Figure 6 shows the
self-absorbed S-values for mineral bone, RBM, and YBM
from C-11, F-18, and Cu-64. For the same radionuclide, the
YBM presents the highest self-absorbed S-value while min-
eral bone presents the lowest self-absorbed S-value. The self-
absorbed S-values of RBM and YBM for C-11, F-18, and
Cu-64 are about 2.3 and 4.4 times higher than mineral bone,
respectively. Figure 7 shows the cross-absorbed (source and
target different) S-values for Ga-68 in the liver and total body.
For the total body irradiating other organs, the cross-absorbed
S-value in the lung is about 1.7–2.9 times higher than the S-
values of other organs. When the source is in the liver, adja-
cent organs, such as adrenals, stomach, lung, and heart, pre-
sent higher cross-absorbed S-values than other organs,
whereas the bladder receives the lowest S-value (ranging
from 1.77E-05 mGy/MBq.s to 1.22E-04 mGy/MBq.s). Fig-
ure 8 shows the cross-absorbed S-values from the total body
to the brain and from the kidney to the liver for the consid-
ered radionuclides. At all considered age periods, the highest

FIG. 3. Comparison between average organ mass percentage of body weight
for the constructed NHP models in this work and those reported in experi-
mental studies.25 The upper and lower horizontal short lines represents the
maximum and minimum values. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonline
library.com]

FIG. 4. Self-absorbed S-values for (a) C-11 and (b) F-18 for various organs. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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FIG. 5. Self-absorbed S-values for (a) the lung and (b) salivary glands for various radionuclides. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 6. Self-absorbed S-values for mineral bone, RBM, and YBM from C-11, F-18, and Cu-64. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 7. Cross-absorbed S-values for Ga-68 to various organs from (a) the liver and (b) total body considered as source organs. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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FIG. 8. Cross-absorbed S-values (a) from total body to brain and (b) from the kidney to liver for various radionuclides. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyon
linelibrary.com]

TABLE III. Absorbed dose for NHP models from 11C-labeled brain receptor substances.

Absorbed dose (mGy/MBq)

Organs

11C-labeled brain receptor substances

Baby Infants Juveniles Youngs Adult

Muscle 1.13E-01 5.27E-02 3.95E-02 2.75E-02 1.77E-02

Skin 9.63E-02 4.40E-02 3.30E-02 2.29E-02 1.45E-02

Adrenals 1.19E-01 5.72E-02 4.17E-02 3.09E-02 1.91E-02

Bladder wall 1.58E+00 6.81E-01 5.99E-01 3.95E-01 2.22E-01

Brain 3.22E-01 1.47E-01 1.08E-01 7.48E-02 4.73E-02

Breasts 1.13E-01 5.23E-02 3.68E-02 2.78E-02 1.76E-02

Esophagus 1.25E-01 5.78E-02 4.40E-02 3.12E-02 2.02E-02

Eye balls 1.13E-01 5.17E-02 3.90E-02 2.71E-02 1.77E-02

Eye lens 1.15E-01 5.17E-02 3.76E-02 2.67E-02 1.74E-02

Gall bladder wall 1.21E-01 5.52E-02 4.34E-02 3.06E-02 2.03E-02

Heart wall 1.26E-01 5.83E-02 4.39E-02 3.07E-02 1.99E-02

Kidney 1.20E-01 5.63E-02 4.21E-02 2.99E-02 1.90E-02

LI wall 1.19E-01 5.66E-02 4.23E-02 2.96E-02 1.93E-02

Liver 1.21E-01 5.60E-02 4.22E-02 2.96E-02 1.92E-02

Lung 2.33E-01 1.08E-01 8.06E-02 5.59E-02 3.55E-02

Pancreas 1.22E-01 5.76E-02 4.37E-02 3.09E-02 1.97E-02

Salivary gland 1.17E-01 5.50E-02 4.16E-02 2.87E-02 1.86E-02

SI wall 1.28E-01 6.14E-02 4.49E-02 3.15E-02 2.06E-02

Mineral bone 8.00E-02 3.77E-02 2.85E-02 2.00E-02 1.32E-02

RBM 9.80E-02 4.56E-02 3.45E-02 2.41E-02 1.57E-02

YBM 1.08E-01 4.96E-02 3.73E-02 2.58E-02 1.66E-02

Spinal cord 1.17E-01 5.49E-02 4.15E-02 2.91E-02 1.91E-02

Spleen 1.15E-01 5.48E-02 4.04E-02 2.89E-02 1.83E-02

Stomach wall 1.18E-01 5.48E-02 4.13E-02 2.87E-02 1.86E-02

Thymus 1.19E-01 5.85E-02 4.19E-02 2.97E-02 1.97E-02

Thyroid 1.21E-01 5.42E-02 4.03E-02 3.03E-02 1.91E-02

Tongue 1.10E-01 5.06E-02 3.88E-02 2.70E-02 1.75E-02

Ovaries 1.27E-01 6.01E-02 4.59E-02 3.16E-02 2.16E-02

Uterus 1.56E-01 7.65E-02 5.93E-02 4.12E-02 2.72E-02

GI tract 1.23E-01 5.79E-02 4.30E-02 3.01E-02 1.96E-02

Total body 1.23E-01 5.71E-02 4.28E-02 2.98E-02 1.91E-02
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cross-absorbed S-values for the total body irradiating the
brain were produced by Rb-82 (varying between 3.00E-
05 mGy/MBq.s and 2.16E-04 mGy/MBq.s), while the lowest
cross-absorbed S-values of the brain were produced by Cu-64
(ranging between 3.08E-06 mGy/MBq.s and 2.13E-05 mGy/
MBq.s). The relative differences in S-values per kg difference
in body weight (%/kg) for C-11 and F-18 between the baby
NHP model and adult NHP model are summarized in supple-
mental Tables S1 and S2, respectively. For most source-target
organ pairs, the relative difference of C-11 S-values ranges
between −13.4% and −8.8%/kg difference in body weight
while the relative difference of F-18 S-values was between
−12.9% and −8.0%/kg difference in body weight. The mean
relative difference is about −10.6%/kg for considered source-
target pairs.

3.C. Absorbed doses from radiotracers

Absorbed doses of 33 organs from the considered positron-
emitting radiotracers were evaluated for the constructed NHP
computational models. Tables III–VII summarize the calcu-
lated organ absorbed doses for 11C-labeled brain receptor sub-
stances, 11C-labeled substances (realistic maximum), 15O-
H2O,

18F-labeled brain receptor substances, and 18F-FDG,
respectively. The highest absorbed dose to critical organs was
observed in the bladder for 11C-labeled brain receptor sub-
stances, 11C-labeled substances (realistic maximum model)
and 18F-FDG; the spleen and kidney for 15O-H2O; and the thy-
roid and kidney for 18F-labeled brain receptor substances,
respectively. For most targeted regions, 15O-H2O produces the
lowest absorbed dose because of its short half-life (2 min).
For the adult NHP’s brain, the absorbed dose of 18F-labeled
brain receptor substances is 5.2 times higher than 11C-labeled
brain receptor substances, and 18.8 times higher than the

TABLE IV. Absorbed dose for NHP models from 11C-labeled substances (re-
alistic maximum).

Absorbed dose (mGy/MBq)

Organs

11C-labeled substances (realistic maximum)

Baby Infants Juveniles Youngs Adult

Muscle 8.56E-02 4.10E-02 3.08E-02 2.19E-02 1.45E-02

Skin 6.38E-02 2.96E-02 2.24E-02 1.57E-02 1.01E-02

Adrenals 7.31E-02 3.53E-02 2.61E-02 1.90E-02 1.18E-02

Bladder wall 8.24E+00 3.54E+00 3.14E+00 2.06E+00 1.15E+00

Brain 6.54E-02 3.01E-02 2.27E-02 1.56E-02 1.01E-02

Breasts 6.83E-02 3.17E-02 2.22E-02 1.68E-02 1.06E-02

Esophagus 7.57E-02 3.48E-02 2.64E-02 1.87E-02 1.21E-02

Eye balls 6.52E-02 2.95E-02 2.22E-02 1.53E-02 9.97E-03

Eye lens 6.71E-02 2.99E-02 2.16E-02 1.53E-02 9.97E-03

Gall bladder
wall

7.40E-02 3.38E-02 2.65E-02 1.87E-02 1.23E-02

Heart wall 7.58E-02 3.52E-02 2.64E-02 1.85E-02 1.20E-02

Kidney 7.51E-02 3.52E-02 2.63E-02 1.87E-02 1.20E-02

LI wall 1.08E-01 5.40E-02 4.14E-02 2.95E-02 2.00E-02

Liver 7.37E-02 3.43E-02 2.57E-02 1.81E-02 1.17E-02

Lung 1.41E-01 6.49E-02 4.84E-02 3.36E-02 2.14E-02

Pancreas 7.58E-02 3.60E-02 2.72E-02 1.93E-02 1.24E-02

Salivary
gland

6.83E-02 3.18E-02 2.39E-02 1.64E-02 1.06E-02

SI wall 9.14E-02 4.48E-02 3.31E-02 2.42E-02 1.63E-02

Mineral bone 6.05E-02 2.93E-02 2.25E-02 1.60E-02 1.08E-02

RBM 7.05E-02 3.36E-02 2.59E-02 1.85E-02 1.22E-02

YBM 7.54E-02 3.55E-02 2.71E-02 1.90E-02 1.25E-02

Spinal cord 7.18E-02 3.37E-02 2.54E-02 1.78E-02 1.18E-02

Spleen 7.16E-02 3.40E-02 2.50E-02 1.79E-02 1.14E-02

Stomach wall 7.25E-02 3.37E-02 2.53E-02 1.77E-02 1.14E-02

Thymus 7.13E-02 3.49E-02 2.49E-02 1.76E-02 1.17E-02

Thyroid 7.13E-02 3.17E-02 2.36E-02 1.76E-02 1.11E-02

Tongue 6.54E-02 2.98E-02 2.28E-02 1.58E-02 1.02E-02

Ovaries 1.46E-01 7.30E-02 5.65E-02 4.12E-02 2.84E-02

Uterus 2.94E-01 1.61E-01 1.34E-01 9.43E-02 6.32E-02

GI tract 8.62E-02 4.17E-02 3.13E-02 2.24E-02 1.49E-02

Total body 1.31E-01 6.07E-02 4.56E-02 3.18E-02 2.04E-02

TABLE V. Absorbed dose for NHP models from 15O-H2O.

Absorbed dose (mGy/MBq)

Organs

15O-H2O

Baby Infants Juveniles Youngs Adult

Muscle 1.63E-02 7.34E-03 5.46E-03 3.75E-03 2.36E-03

Skin 1.19E-02 5.52E-03 4.11E-03 2.86E-03 1.82E-03

Adrenals 9.51E-02 4.28E-02 3.47E-02 2.16E-02 1.55E-02

Bladder wall 1.58E-02 6.59E-03 5.41E-03 3.46E-03 2.18E-03

Brain 9.17E-02 4.18E-02 3.05E-02 2.10E-02 1.31E-02

Breasts 1.48E-02 7.76E-03 6.00E-03 3.51E-03 2.39E-03

Esophagus 2.27E-02 9.34E-03 6.95E-03 4.81E-03 3.07E-03

Eye balls 1.58E-02 7.05E-03 5.42E-03 3.66E-03 2.38E-03

Eye lens 1.42E-02 7.13E-03 5.13E-03 3.45E-03 2.19E-03

Gall bladder wall 4.93E-02 1.99E-02 1.40E-02 9.41E-03 5.57E-03

Heart wall 4.08E-02 1.78E-02 1.32E-02 8.96E-03 5.61E-03

Kidney 1.05E-01 4.80E-02 3.59E-02 2.44E-02 1.53E-02

LI wall 3.82E-02 1.76E-02 1.35E-02 9.27E-03 5.83E-03

Liver 9.07E-02 4.10E-02 3.03E-02 2.07E-02 1.29E-02

Lung 8.11E-02 3.76E-02 2.84E-02 1.94E-02 1.24E-02

Pancreas 6.92E-02 3.30E-02 2.40E-02 1.70E-02 1.08E-02

Salivary gland 1.66E-02 7.40E-03 5.72E-03 3.92E-03 2.53E-03

SI wall 2.78E-02 1.28E-02 9.34E-03 6.51E-03 4.15E-03

Mineral bone 1.92E-02 8.53E-03 6.41E-03 4.33E-03 2.75E-03

RBM 1.56E-02 6.91E-03 5.18E-03 3.51E-03 2.24E-03

YBM 1.63E-02 7.33E-03 5.36E-03 3.66E-03 2.30E-03

Spinal cord 1.73E-02 8.00E-03 6.01E-03 4.14E-03 2.70E-03

Spleen 3.08E-01 1.54E-01 1.10E-01 7.91E-02 4.92E-02

Stomach wall 1.77E-02 7.60E-03 5.65E-03 3.87E-03 2.42E-03

Thymus 1.98E-02 9.64E-03 6.43E-03 4.42E-03 2.82E-03

Thyroid 1.24E-01 6.26E-02 4.33E-02 3.08E-02 2.24E-02

Tongue 1.56E-02 6.97E-03 5.40E-03 3.58E-03 2.30E-03

Ovaries 3.91E-02 1.94E-02 1.43E-02 1.03E-02 6.54E-03

Uterus 1.71E-02 7.49E-03 5.38E-03 3.53E-03 2.33E-03

GI tract 2.54E-02 1.14E-02 8.51E-03 5.89E-03 3.72E-03

Total body 2.08E-02 9.41E-03 7.01E-03 4.81E-03 3.04E-03
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absorbed dose from 15O-H2O. For 18F-FDG, the absorbed
dose to the kidney, liver, and brain of the baby NHP model
are 5.8, 6.4, and 6.7 times higher than the corresponding
absorbed doses to the adult model. The calculated absorbed
doses from 18F-labeled brain receptor substances to the NHP
brain are 1.64, 0.76, 0.56, 0.39, and 0.25 mGy/MBq in the
baby model, infants model, juvenile model, young model, and
adult model, respectively, while the 11C- labeled brain receptor
substances to the NHP brain are 0.32, 0.15, 0.11, 0.075, and
0.047 mGy/MBq in the corresponding models, respectively.
For mineral bone and RBM, the absorbed doses of 18F-FDG
in the NHP models range from 0.051 to 0.27 mGy/MBq and
from 0.061 to 0.34 mGy/MBq, respectively.

4. DISCUSSION

Accurate radiation dose calculations for NHP subjects in
preclinical research are required for dose regimen

optimization of radiotracers and investigation of collective
radiation risks associated with diagnostic radiology and
nuclear medicine procedures. However, when living and
growing subjects are used in radiological protection, radia-
tion biology, and clinical diagnostic imaging studies, discrep-
ancies might occur between the actual anatomy of laboratory
animals and the employed computational models. Similar to
other laboratory animals, NHPs may present different
bioavailability and radiosensitivity to ionizing radiation at
different age periods.14 The evaluation of age-dependent radi-
ation dosimetry to laboratory specimens is required. In this
work, we developed NHP model series based on NURBS
geometries to represent NHP subjects at different ages. Mor-
phological parameters, including body weight and crown-
rump length of the constructed models fit well with the corre-
sponding reference values reported in literature.15 The organ
masses of the developed models were within the range
reported in experimental studies.25 Based on the developed

TABLE VI. Absorbed dose for NHP models from 18F-labeled brain receptor substances.

Absorbed dose (mGy/MBq)

Organs

18F-labeled brain receptor substances

Baby Infants Juveniles Youngs Adult

Muscle 4.08E-01 1.93E-01 1.47E-01 1.04E-01 6.79E-02

Skin 3.44E-01 1.60E-01 1.21E-01 8.44E-02 5.44E-02

Adrenals 5.05E-01 2.46E-01 1.91E-01 1.37E-01 9.30E-02

Bladder wall 2.63E+00 1.30E+00 1.16E+00 8.24E-01 5.15E-01

Brain 1.64E+00 7.55E-01 5.56E-01 3.89E-01 2.47E-01

Breasts 4.23E-01 1.95E-01 1.51E-01 1.08E-01 6.76E-02

Esophagus 4.91E-01 2.37E-01 1.83E-01 1.31E-01 8.72E-02

Eye balls 4.18E-01 1.99E-01 1.52E-01 1.08E-01 7.14E-02

Eye lens 3.98E-01 1.95E-01 1.44E-01 9.89E-02 6.87E-02

Gall bladder wall 5.87E-01 2.86E-01 2.18E-01 1.57E-01 1.09E-01

Heart wall 4.83E-01 2.32E-01 1.79E-01 1.27E-01 8.48E-02

Kidney 2.38E+00 1.07E+00 8.06E-01 5.47E-01 3.45E-01

LI wall 4.35E-01 2.08E-01 1.58E-01 1.12E-01 7.40E-02

Liver 1.29E+00 5.95E-01 4.43E-01 3.08E-01 1.97E-01

Lung 1.29E+00 5.93E-01 4.47E-01 3.07E-01 1.97E-01

Pancreas 4.81E-01 2.37E-01 1.82E-01 1.29E-01 8.69E-02

Salivary gland 4.40E-01 2.12E-01 1.63E-01 1.17E-01 7.63E-02

SI wall 2.83E-01 1.44E-01 1.09E-01 7.95E-02 5.45E-02

Mineral bone 2.93E-01 1.44E-01 1.10E-01 7.99E-02 5.37E-02

RBM 3.64E-01 1.76E-01 1.35E-01 9.64E-02 6.43E-02

YBM 3.93E-01 1.86E-01 1.40E-01 9.87E-02 6.40E-02

Spinal cord 4.48E-01 2.17E-01 1.66E-01 1.20E-01 7.91E-02

Spleen 4.09E-01 1.97E-01 1.53E-01 1.07E-01 6.81E-02

Stomach wall 4.41E-01 2.08E-01 1.59E-01 1.12E-01 7.36E-02

Thymus 4.68E-01 2.26E-01 1.72E-01 1.21E-01 8.08E-02

Thyroid 5.25E+00 2.42E+00 1.61E+00 1.11E+00 7.71E-01

Tongue 4.01E-01 1.92E-01 1.45E-01 1.03E-01 6.77E-02

Ovaries 4.64E-01 2.16E-01 1.72E-01 1.22E-01 8.23E-02

Uterus 5.76E-01 2.89E-01 2.33E-01 1.61E-01 1.09E-01

GI tract 3.74E-01 1.83E-01 1.38E-01 9.87E-02 6.60E-02

Total body 4.59E-01 2.16E-01 1.64E-01 1.15E-01 7.53E-02
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computational NHP models, we estimated S-values for nine
positron-emitting radionuclides. Both self-absorbed and
cross-absorbed S-values for identified organs decrease with
the NHP body weight. The absorbed doses from five posi-
tron-emitting labeled radiotracers were estimated based on
the standard MIRD formalism. Similar administered activities
result in significantly higher absorbed dose in the young
NHP than in the adult NHP as a consequence of the organs
being smaller and in closer proximity to each other. Given
that young animals are commonly more radiosensitive, this in
turn results in higher radiation risks for young specimens. In
this regard, understanding the correlation between the
absorbed dose and changes in body weight and age is impor-
tant for determining the therapeutic effects and radiotoxicities
of radiotracers in experimental research. Among all consid-
ered radiotracers, the difference between organ absorbed
doses from the baby NHP model to the adult NHP model
ranges between −11.9% and −10.5% per kg difference in

body weight, with an average difference of −11.2% per kg.
The organ absorbed dose in low-weight young animals is
considerably higher than that in the adult animal.

In vivo molecular imaging using NHPs was promoted as
an exciting line of research for the design of longitudinal
studies and the development of novel imaging techniques.
Considering the link to translational studies, NHPs can be
phylogenetically correlated with human beings and have been
considered as the closest relatives of humans in biomedical
research. However, the radiation dose to NHPs in preclinical
research was rarely studied. The radiation dosimetry data pro-
duced in this work enable researchers to estimate the
absorbed doses to NHPs from experimental molecular imag-
ing studies. For instance, the study by Chefer et al.26 used
18F-FDG PET/CT imaging using NHPs for monitoring infec-
tion development of MERS-CoV, where four rhesus maca-
ques were injected with 9-10 MBq/kg of 18F-FDG in nine
imaging sessions on preinoculation days and postinoculation

TABLE VII. Absorbed dose for NHP models from 18F-FDG.

Absorbed dose (mGy/MBq)

Organs

18F-FDG

Baby Infants Juveniles Youngs Adult

Muscle 3.77E-01 1.80E-01 1.37E-01 9.70E-02 6.37E-02

Skin 3.15E-01 1.48E-01 1.11E-01 7.81E-02 5.06E-02

Adrenals 4.23E-01 2.06E-01 1.59E-01 1.13E-01 7.65E-02

Bladder wall 3.26E+00 1.61E+00 1.45E+00 1.03E+00 6.44E-01

Brain 2.12E+00 9.74E-01 7.16E-01 5.00E-01 3.16E-01

Breasts 4.02E-01 1.88E-01 1.45E-01 1.04E-01 6.60E-02

Esophagus 4.74E-01 2.32E-01 1.80E-01 1.30E-01 8.69E-02

Eye balls 3.97E-01 1.91E-01 1.46E-01 1.04E-01 6.90E-02

Eye lens 3.76E-01 1.84E-01 1.36E-01 9.37E-02 6.54E-02

Gall bladder wall 5.20E-01 2.53E-01 1.95E-01 1.40E-01 9.78E-02

Heart wall 2.10E+00 9.48E-01 7.04E-01 4.88E-01 3.10E-01

Kidney 4.07E-01 1.96E-01 1.50E-01 1.06E-01 7.05E-02

LI wall 4.07E-01 1.97E-01 1.49E-01 1.06E-01 7.08E-02

Liver 9.78E-01 4.54E-01 3.40E-01 2.38E-01 1.54E-01

Lung 1.00E+00 4.66E-01 3.52E-01 2.45E-01 1.58E-01

Pancreas 4.16E-01 2.01E-01 1.55E-01 1.10E-01 7.41E-02

Salivary gland 4.13E-01 2.00E-01 1.54E-01 1.11E-01 7.28E-02

SI wall 4.02E-01 1.94E-01 1.47E-01 1.05E-01 7.03E-02

Mineral bone 2.77E-01 1.37E-01 1.05E-01 7.64E-02 5.15E-02

RBM 3.40E-01 1.65E-01 1.27E-01 9.07E-02 6.06E-02

YBM 3.63E-01 1.73E-01 1.30E-01 9.22E-02 6.00E-02

Spinal cord 4.13E-01 2.01E-01 1.54E-01 1.12E-01 7.35E-02

Spleen 3.76E-01 1.82E-01 1.41E-01 9.87E-02 6.33E-02

Stomach wall 4.06E-01 1.96E-01 1.50E-01 1.07E-01 7.07E-02

Thymus 4.50E-01 2.20E-01 1.69E-01 1.20E-01 8.03E-02

Thyroid 4.21E-01 2.09E-01 1.56E-01 1.12E-01 7.56E-02

Tongue 3.72E-01 1.79E-01 1.36E-01 9.61E-02 6.36E-02

Ovaries 4.40E-01 2.09E-01 1.66E-01 1.18E-01 7.97E-02

Uterus 5.86E-01 3.00E-01 2.44E-01 1.69E-01 1.14E-01

GI tract 4.06E-01 1.96E-01 1.49E-01 1.07E-01 7.09E-02

Total body 4.61E-01 2.18E-01 1.65E-01 1.16E-01 7.59E-02
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days. The cumulated absorbed dose to the bladder, brain,
heart, lung, and kidney of the studied rhesus macaques can
be calculated according to data provided in Table VII, namely
410–455 mGy, 202–225 mGy, 199–221 mGy, 100–111 mGy,
and 42–47 mGy, respectively. Considering that absorbed
doses of more than 50 mGy may affect the innate immune
response in mammal subjects,11 the absorbed dose to labora-
tory animals in preclinical research should not be overlooked,
especially when the study design involves serial or repeated
molecular imaging procedures.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We evaluated the variability of the radiation dose deliv-
ered to NHPs from positron-emitting radionuclides and
radiotracers with age-related body weight. The S-values of
commonly used positron-emitting radionuclides and the
absorbed doses of five radiotracers present an inverse corre-
lation with body weight. For most organs, the considered
radionuclides and radiotracers produce significantly higher
absorbed dose in low-weight young animals than in adult
animals. Animal radiation dosimetry should be evaluated
more thoroughly in longitudinal and translational studies
involving repeated molecular imaging procedures as NHP
specimens may receive non-negligible radiation doses,
especially when young laboratory animals are used. The
generated S-values of positron-emitting radionuclides and
absorbed doses from radiotracers can be further exploited
for radiation dosimetry of NHP specimens in preclinical
research.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Additional supporting information may be found online in
the Supporting Information section at the end of the article.

Table S1. Percent difference between C-11 S Values per kg
difference (%/kg) in total body mass from the baby to the
adult NHP model.
Table S2. Percent difference between F-18 S Values per kg
difference (%/kg) in total body mass from the baby to the
adult NHP model.
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